LEVERAGE YOUR ENGINEERING DATA

SSI ENTERPRISEPLATFORM
SSI EnterprisePlatform is a new line of products from SSI that enables the enormous wealth
of engineering information in a product data model, such as the ShipConstructor Marine
Information Model (MIM) , to be available across an organization. This information can be
efficiently shared with, and easily accessed by, multiple individuals, software applications and
production equipment utilized in the shipbuilding process. This includes people, programs and
processes outside of the Engineering department. The SSI EnterprisePlatform generates
information in the correct format and representation needed for varying use cases and brings
a product-focused approach to enterprise-wide availability of engineering data that is
cost-effective, scalable, configurable, consistent, and transparent.

www.SSI-corporate.com

PublisherLT
PublisherLT is the first in the EnterprisePlatform line of products from SSI. PublisherLT allows
you to gather, convert and manipulate information in a product data model, commonly the
ShipConstructor MIM, and save it to another location. It does this in a centralized fashion
(from one user interface) that is outside of the CAD/CAM toolset.

PublisherLT Benefits
1. Finds information in a product data model such as the ShipConstructor MIM.
2. Automates repetitive tasks.
3. Keeps skilled users focused on high value work.
4. Does not require knowledge of ShipConstructor.
5. There is no doubt PublisherLT will add value the day it is implemented
(ask your local SSI rep about our “Money where our mouth is” policy) but additionally
an investment in PublisherLT provides foundational licensing for expansion and
integration with the growing line of SSI EnterprisePlatform products.

GET Engineering data:
ANYWHERE

Cloud | Multi-Site | Network | Mobile

ANYWAY

DWG per part | Undetailed DWG | DWF | DXF | PDF | eBOM | mBOM |
4D Simulation | Tab separated values (TSV) | Images | Profile cutting information

ANYONE

VP | Management | Draftsperson | Purchasing

ANYTIME
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